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Oscar: Resident Pioneer
BEFORE YOU READ:
SOUND SPELLINGS:  
The target sound spelling is Long A spelled EA - break, great, (steak, Reagan, Yeats). 
Make a silly sentence to help students remember the words that go together: "Reagan 
and Yeats will take a break to eat a great steak."

SNAPWORDS®: LIST E: drink, accident, stuck LIST V: add, learn. 

SUFFIXES: ENT words: resident, confident, accident, opponent, (and others: ardent, 
president). EER words: pioneer, volunteer, career, (and others: engineer, steer, 
mountaineer). The ENT suffix means " performing an action or being in a certain 
condition." A resident is a person who resides somewhere. An opponent is one who 
opposes.  The EER suffix means " someone who does a certain thing." An engineer is one 
who handles an engine.  A volunteer is one who does voluntary work.

PREVIEW: Scan the story, searching for SnapWords®, suffixes, and sound spelling words.

WHILE YOU READ:
a. Ask the children to close their eyes and “see” the action as they read each page.
b. They may use scratch paper to record names of characters as you read.
c. Have them practice retelling the story to a partner.

AFTER YOU READ - COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
1. What does carnivorous mean? Give an example of a carnivore.
2. What kinds of creatures live in the swamp? 
3. Who was the most famous resident of the Okefenokee?
4. What happened to Oscar?

1. Meat-eater. Dog, cat, pitcher plant, etc. 2. Answers will vary . 3. Oscar the alligator.      
4. Answers will vary. 
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The Okefenokee Swamp has some great 
residents, both plant and animal. There are 
carnivorous plants we can learn about. The 
Pitcher Plant attracts bugs with its sweet 
nectar, but once bugs take a drink, they are 
stuck and become food for the plant.
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The Okefenokee is also home to hundreds 
of species of creatures, from black bears to 
Blue Herons. There are over 200 species of 
birds, 40 of mammals, 50 of reptiles, 60 of 
amphibians, and then add 34 types of fish.

The most famous resident of all was 
100-year-old Oscar the alligator. In 1945, 
when the Okefenokee Park was built, Oscar 
was the only fully-grown alligator in the 
park. He was a pioneer who spent his whole 
career in the Okefenokee. 


